Burton Beats the Sandwich Racket

The Burton House Sandwich Man has finally been vanquished by the fate residents of the fifth floor. Last Sunday night an infernal (or "kitchen") court, presided over by Burton House secretary Bill Hart, III, forced objections from the room residents to the rancid emanating through the halls at 12:30 A.M. and loudly yelling "Sandwiches!" After considering throwing the sandwich man into the soup, or else disposing of his sandwiches in another bathroom fixture, the residents finally decided to kill the sandwich man simply remains off the fifth floor.

The Tech's program change will be shown this evening, "The Perfect Forlough" will be shown.

Dramashop Presents:

Plays by Brecht and Aleichem

This Friday night at 8:30 P.M., the Dramashop will present its second evening of One Act Plays in the Kresge Little Theater. Paul Brunsky will direct excerpts from Bertold Brecht's "Private Life of the Master Race", a psychological drama about Nazi Führer tramps in Russia. Also on the program is "A Tale of Cities" by Sholem Aleichem, a bit of humor, set in a Jewish village. This play is directed by David Fleish.

Appearing in these productions are Mark Weiss, Bob Parnes, Larry Schlitz, Jon Lasky, and Donald Sulpis. The female parts are taken by the girls from neighboring colleges.

Admission to this production is free.

Rocket Balloon Sets Off UFO Rumors

A rocket balloon fired Wednesday night from Norfolk, Virginia was sighted by many people here as it left a bright trail across the sky and plunged into the Atlantic Ocean. At about 5:45 P.M., several persons noticed a bright light rising in the southeast. It moved to the zenith rapidly, leaving a white trail behind it, and slowed to stop overhead. Soon afterwards, some other persons noticed the light plunge towards the eastern horizon. The body was visible for about ten minutes.

Report of unidentified flying object and other extraterrestrial phenomena began to spread; but shortly later, the official service announced that the light was a rocket balloon which has been fired as a test by government scientists at Norfolk. The balloon was sixty to seventy feet high at full inflation, and reached an altitude of over 25,000 before falling into the ocean.

Course I Juniors Visit Prudential Site

A group of civil engineering students inspected construction currently under way for the vast Prudential Center being built in Back Bay. The students are all members of the Engineering Construction Corps. Lt. Colonel George W. McCamly and Superintendent Lloyd Goliff are at the center foreground.